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Beautiful metalics, bold colour and  
statement lighting

An oAsis of cAlm 
The Lago Wall Light by Astro from Newport Lighting offers 
elegant simplicity with its crisp white glass shade and a 
selection of bronze or chrome backplate and arm. 
www.newport.co.za 

Boho Bliss 
This spacious master bedroom was the kitchen and dining area of the 
original house. The wooden floors were replaced with a light-coloured 
carpet for a cosier effect. To offset the large and white room, The Home 
Studio incorporated a variety of textures and natural greenery to give the 
space warmth and personality. www.thehomestudio.co.za   

shine Bright 
Profess a love of light and shadow with the intricate texture of the 
luminous Omaha Vintage Chain pendant from the exclusive Zahavah 
Collection, from Illumina Lighting. It’s made from a metal chain and is 
woven around the sturdy structure for textured looks that diffuse an 
ambient light. Its neutral tone complements a range of styles, from 
vintage to contemporary and bohemian-inspired, for versatility, perfect 
for your dining room or living area. www.illumina.co.za 

modern luxe 
This dining living room space was created to be modern 
yet simplistic in palette. The soft colours and clean-line 
furniture were designed to be sophisticated and timeless. 
The furniture is customised by Décor Identity Studio and 
Interiors, selecting each individual fabric and design to suit 
the interior space and the client’s requirements. 
www.decoridentity.co.za 

BeAch house Bliss
Decorated by Joseph Avnon Interiors, this living room blends classic and 
contemporary design with a coastal-inspired colour palette to create the perfect 
space to unwind and enjoy the panoramic ocean views at this Kenton-on-Sea 
holiday home. www.josephavnon.com 

SA Home Owner

contemporAry design with heArt
In this project, Cape Town-based interior architecture practice MINC added 
texture and softness to the clean lines of the architecture through the use of 
natural materials, textured linens and rugs, and warm timber flooring.  
An important aspect to MINC’s work is to include furniture pieces from local 
designers such as James Mudge, LIM and Clinton Friedman. 
www.minc.co.za 

loves...

iconic interiors
Beneath the exterior of an unassuming Cape Town 
row house lies this iconic interior design. With huge 
passion and understanding for all things interior 
design-related, Hendre Bloem pioneered this studio 
in 2012. It quickly established itself as a force to be 
reckoned with through local and international projects 
that focus on one-on-one service. 
www.hendrebloem.com 

grAceful yet prActicAl
While always being aware of what is in vogue, The Kitchen 
Studio approach to design favours practical elegance 
over short-lived trends. Making use of Losan Acrylic high-
pressure laminates, and the finest textured board imported 
from Spain, this kitchen demonstrates the company’s ability 
to create graceful and practical contemporary kitchens. 
www.kitchenstudio.com 


